
 
 

 

 

 

 

Organiser’s Comments (Mike Round) 

See Controller’s Comments 

Planner’s Comments (Gwyn Thomas) 

See Controller’s Comments 

Controller’s Comments (Andy Payne) 

A fine, calm day was very welcome for the 2013 Dee Club Championships as there was a 

dusting of snow the previous Sunday when Mike checked the area and found the roads 

very slippery. 

Mike did a great job organising the event and appreciated the help given on the day. Our 

thanks to him and his helpers for making sure the event ran smoothly. 

I had a number of appreciative comments about Gwyn’s courses which people found fair 

and challenging. Halkyn is a fairly small area and he tried to use the best parts of it so 

loops were used for the Green and Blue courses. This actually reduced the number of 

controls on these courses, gave some interesting legs and route choice, and still kept you 

thinking. Please post your routes on Route Gadget so others can compare routes and split 

times. There were few retirals and fair winning times which is always a good sign. In 

retrospect the Light Green and Orange were probably a bit hard which, as Controller, was 

my fault. Under the current rules for course/class combinations for the Club 

Championships the Light Green has to cater for W14 - W18 and W55+. Perhaps the club 

committee should review the combinations and introduce a Short Green for W55+ (and 

also for those older M55+ who don’t fancy a Green course). 

The only problem we had was with control 232 on the Orange and Yellow course which 

had been programmed as control 248. This was probably a hangover from some 

reprogramming done recently when some controls were lent to a neighbouring club who 

shall remain nameless (the one we aim to beat in the next Compass Sport Cup round). 

The extensive gorse is also a problem but we can’t get rid of that – though a remap of the 

vegetation would be nice.  
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